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Abstract
This paper presents a fast graph-traversal based

greedy approach for solving the problem of topologi-
cal routing in the presence of polygonal obstacles. The
polygonal obstacles represent pre-routed nets or groups
of circuit blocks. Routing paths for all the nets are con-
structed incrementally and concurrently. Design rules
for separation are modeled as constraints on edges and
vertices. The experimental results obtained are very
encouraging.

1 Introduction
The problem of topological routing is reincarnation

of global routing in the state-of-the art automated
layout synthesis. Topological routing approach has
gained importance, particularly for the mixed block
and cell design style [8] | a combination of full-
custom and standard-cell style. The objective is to
generate a sketch [4, 1, 2], i.e., a set of lines connecting
the terminals of the nets on pre-designed and placed
blocks. This sketch is subsequently transformed into
a geometrical routing satisfying the design rules [3].
Testing homotopic routability of a given sketch on a
single layer is solvable in polynomial time and space
[4, 5, 6, 7].

2 Motivation
In topological routing, the motivation is to solve

global routing e�ciently. In sequential maze routers
or line probe methods [8], nets are routed one by
one, usually along the current shortest available path
among obstacles. The ordering of nets plays a critical
role in determining whether 100% routing is achiev-
able. Re-ordering cannot guarantee completion even
though a solution exists because routers emphasize on
�nding the shortest path at every instance. Further,
�nding two vertex disjoint paths between two vertices
in a planar graph is NP-hard [9].

A better solution may be obtained if the problem is
viewed globally in a concurrent manner, rather than
net by net. While there are concurrent global routers
primarily based on integer programming formulation,
topological routing approach is more appropriate for
large prolem instances. For routing in the presence of
pre-routed special nets or groups of blocks, these pre-
routed groups can be represented as polygonal obsta-

cles for the router. Thus the challenge is to route all
the nets concurrently with polygonal blocks instead of
rectangular ones. Such a routing paradigm along with
e�cient layer assignment is likely to address many of
the salient issues in current VLSI layout synthesis.

In this paper, the problem of topological rout-
ing of m nets fn1; n2; : : : ; nmg in the presence
of k non-overlapping convex polygonal obstacles
fP1; P2; : : : ; Pkg is studied. These obstacles repre-
sent one or more functional blocks with pin alignment
and/or local routing completed. A net may appear at
most once on a polygonal obstacle and the pins of the
corresponding nets are placed along the edges of the
polygons. The sketch is generated by processing all
the nets concurrently to circumvent the net ordering
problem in traditional global routers.

Most of the existing topological routers for multi-
layer MCMs consider routing space with vias as the
only obstacles, whereas we are concerned with routing
in the presence of pre-placed �nite polygonal obstacles
in the routing layers. The associated layer assignment
problem is not considered here.

The method presented here comprises of
(i)decomposing the free space available for routing into
trapeziums,
(ii) constructing a routing graph with separation con-
straints as weights,
(iii) traversing the graph to �nd routing paths for all
the nets and at the same time satisfying separation
constraints.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section
3 presents the algorithm for trapezoidal decomposition
and graph generation. The core algorithm for generat-
ing the global routing paths appear in Section 4. The
performance of our algorithm along with a brief de-
scription of generation of arbitrary problem instances
and experimental results are given in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 gives the concluding remarks.

3 Trapezoidal decomposition
As outlined above, our method consists of two ma-

jor subtasks. First, the free intermodular space on the
oor is partitioned into trapeziums so that the edges of
these trapeziums satisfy the minimum separation de-
sign rule. A computational geometric horizontal line
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sweep approach is used. Then a directed graph D
which is the geometric dual of the planar trapezoidal
decomposition, is constructed from it.
Input : A rectangular routing space R0 with con-

vex polygonal obstacles. The polygons are pre-routed
modules with interconnection terminals for a set of
nets N on their boundaries. Without loss of gener-
ality, we assume that no polygon touches R0 and all
terminals on a polygon belong to distinct nets.
Output : A directed acyclic graph where each ver-

tex corresponds to a trapezium and an edge between
vertices vi and vj corresponds to a common trape-
zoidal edge. The trapeziums are generated by par-
titioning the free space (rectangular area minus the
polygonal area) into a set of mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive trapeziums.
Method : There are two parts in the process -

(a) generation of trapeziums,
(b) generation of dual graph from the trapeziums.
Generation of trapeziums : We do this by pass-

ing a horizontal sweep line S over the routing space
R0 from top to bottom. S can be moved from any side
of R0 to the opposite one, resulting in a di�erent set
of trapezoidal partitions, but the set is unique for any
particular direction.

y2
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p
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p
3
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T (top)

B (bottom)

R (right)L (left)

Figure 1: Generation of Trapeziums

Implementation Steps :
1. The rectangular routing space R0 and the con-

vex polygonal obstacles are read from a �le and the
vertices of the polygons are kept sorted in descending
order of their y-coordinate values in a list L.

2. For each distinct value of y occurring in L, do

� 2.1 Obtain all the vertices with the same y-
coordinate. Let x1; x2; : : : ; xk be the x co-
ordinates of those polygonal vertices lying on S.

� 2.2 Obtain all the intersections of S with the set
of polygonal edges. The edges are kept sorted
in terms of their maximum y-value. Let these
intersection points be xm; xm+1; : : : ; xn

� 2.3 Perform merge sort on x1; : : : ; xk and
xm; : : : ; xn

� 2.4 Traverse the list of points sorted in ascending
order of x-values and identify all viable trapez-
ium edges. For a viable trapezium edge both the
end-points cannot lie on the same polygon, eg.,
in Fig. 1 (p1; p2) is not a viable trapezium edge.
Moreover, at least one end of the edge should end
in a polygonal vertex or has to be either on sides
L or R. So (p2; p3) is also not a viable edge. The
thick solid lines in Fig. 1 are viable edges. Let
this edge-set be ei; : : : ; ek which consists of points
pl; : : : ; pm.

Point-type A Point-type B

Figure 2: (a) Point type-A (b) Point type-B

� 2.5 Traverse the list of end-points of viable edges
to identify actual trapezium edges. The top edge
of the �rst trapezium will be side T of R0. Simi-
larly, the bottom edge of the last trapezium will
be side B (Fig. 1) of the rectangular oor. The
criteria for identifying the top and bottom edges
of trapeziums are as follows. If a point pi is of
type-A (Fig. 2a), we do not consider it as an
end-point of a bottom edge of a trapezium and
proceed to the next point on S to the right of pi.
Similarly, points of type-B (Fig. 2b) are ignored
for identifying the end-points of a top-edge of a
trapezium. The points on S which are neither of
type-A nor of type-B, are declared as endpoints
of trapezium edges.

� 2.6 To report a trapezium, a bottom edge has to
be matched with a previously detected top edge.
A list UT of unmatched top edges is maintained.
It is initialized to side T and this is matched with
the sole bottom edge generated at the �rst posi-
tion of S. However, new top edges are detected
and inserted in the list UT . As soon as a bot-
tom edge eb matches with top edge et in UT , the
edge et is deleted from UT and a new trapezium
is reported.

Matching eb with an et is performed as follows:

(i) among all edges in UT , consider the edge et
whose midpoint is nearest to that of eb;

(ii) then check whether the left end-points of both
the edges lie on the same polygonal edge, if yes,
match et with eb (Fig. 3) otherwise the top edge
with next nearest mid-point is checked(Fig. 4).

The above steps are repeated for all positions of
S, i.e., all distinct values of y-coordinates. The last
position of S will generate only one top edge which is
matched with side B of R.
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Figure 3: Matching of top and bottom edges
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Figure 4: Matching of bottom edge with the next best
choice for top edge

Lemma 1 The trapezoidal decomposition algorithm
for n polygonal vertices is O(n logn).

Proof : Follows from the standard sweep line tech-
niques [10]. 2.
Dual Graph Generation : The trapeziums are

stored in two arrays A and B. Array A(B) con-
tains the set of trapeziums sorted in order of the y-
coordinates of their top(bottom) edges respectively.
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Figure 5: Computation of (a) vertex constraint, and
(b) edge constraint

� For each trapezium i in A, create a vertex v of
the directed dual graph D. The lists of incoming
and outgoing edges of v are initialized and the
constraint associated with v is computed as the
minimum of the lengths of the two diagonals of i
(Fig. 5a).

� Each vertex v has a list Orgt(v) of original termi-
nals which correspond to the terminals lying on
the edges of i. These terminals of v are obtained
by examining the polygonal edges of i (Fig. 5a).

� For the bottom edge eb(i) of each i 2 A, ob-
tain from array B the list li of trapeziums with
top edges overlapping it, i.e., having same y-
coordinate and intersection of the horizontal in-
tervals. Create a directed edge from v corre-
sponding to i to each of the vertices corresponding
to trapeziums li.

� Each edge e in D has an associated constraint
computed as the minimum of the lengths of the
bottom and the top edge whose overlap is respon-
sible for e (Fig. 5b).
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Figure 6: Dual graph for a typical example

Lemma 2 The dual graph D is planar and acyclic.

Proof : It follows easily from the fact that the
input is planar and edges are directed from top to
bottom. 2.

4 Routing algorithm
4.1 Overview

A multi-pass greedy heuristic algorithm produces
the routing of the nets concurrently by traversing the
trapezoidal regions in the line-sweep order, alternately
starting at the top and the bottom boundaries of the
layout. One pass of the greedy heuristic essentially
involves a traversal of the vertices of the graph D in
a topologically sorted order. Initially, the list of nets
whose terminals appear on the boundary of a trapez-
ium are associated with the corresponding vertex inD.
During the top-to-bottom pass, an unrouted net ni is
broadcasted from a vertex to all its successors. At any
intermediate stage of a pass, the sweep line touches all
the trapeziums at the same horizontal level. If a net nj
occurs in the netlists of two trapeziums on the sweep
line, then net nj is topologically routed through a path
from each of the two trapeziums to their common an-
cestor in D, if that common ancestor has an original
terminal for that net subject to constraint satisfaction.
The nets which are left unrouted in one pass are re-
considered during the next pass where the sweep is in
the reverse direction.
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Local congestion is avoided by assigning a capac-
ity constraint to the edges of the trapeziums. At any
stage of the routing algorithm, a net is passed on from
one trapezium to its neighbor, only if the density of
the edge between the two trapeziums is less than its
capacity. However, capacity constraints on the trape-
zoidal edges may be inadequate in modeling conges-
tion. There are counter-examples where capacities of
some additional cutlines have to be included, hence
the need for the vertex constraints to take into ac-
count the smallest constriction in a trapezium.
Algorithm for routing by traversal of dual

graph
Input: A directed graph D = (V;E) which is the

dual graph resulting from the the trapezoidal decom-
position; each vertex v having a list Orgt(v) of termi-
nals.
Output: Global routing path in D for each net

with constraints of edges and vertices satis�ed.

a

a

I
1,2

aI a2
I

1 2

3

O
Oa

1

Figure 7: Original and inherited terminal lists for net
a

Method:
For each vertex v, there is a list Inht(v) of ter-

minals of nets which it inherits from its predecessors
as the traversal proceeds from top to bottom. For
each terminal t (of net a, say), there is a list route(t)
consisting of those vertices having original terminals
belonging to the same net a, which have been already
connected to t by some path. Whether a terminal is
associated with a vertex v in Orgt(v) (Inht(v)), is in-
dicated by superscript O (I). For example, a terminal
of net a inherited by vertex 1 is denoted by aI1. In
Fig. 7, suppose initially for net a, there are original
terminals of a in vertices 1 and 2; during the forward
pass, terminals of a in other predecessors are inher-
ited into Inht(v1) and Inht(v2) respectively and then
route(aI1) and route(a

I
2) contains 1 and 2 respectively.

Next, if there exists a routing path between vertices 3
and 1 as well as 3 and 2, then terminals of net a (orig-
inal and inherited) in 1 and 2 get connected through
3, and the labels 1 (for aI1) and 2 (for aI2) are inserted
into route(aI ) respectively.

The traversal is performed by considering the ver-
tices in topologically sorted order �rst from top to
bottom followed by reverse mode from bottom to top.

The terminals, both original and inherited, in each
vertex is broadcast to all its successors. In the for-
ward pass, the routing path is however determined in
reverse traversal mode. This should not be confused
with backward pass. Symmetrically in the backward
pass, the actual routing will be done in forward traver-
sal mode.

� Step 1 Topologically sort V of digraph D using
depth-�rst search.

� Step 2 For each vertex vi in the topological order
do -

For each net a do -

{ IF ( terminal t of a exists in Inht(vi)) then

� IF ((original terminal of a exists in
Orgt(vi)) OR (there is multiple inher-
itance from more than one predecessors
but intersection of route list of the in-
herited terminals is empty))

� then call RoutBack(vi, t).

� IF successful, update the routing
path in backtrack mode; insert
union of route lists of inherited ter-
minals of net a in the route list of the
new inherited terminal for a(Fig. 8)
ELSE insert the original terminal to
the inherited list; for multiple in-
heritance keep the route list(s) of
the inherited terminal(s) whose ca-
pacity constraint(s) is(are) not sat-
urated yet.

� ELSIF (there is intersection in the route
lists)
//no need to route,
//already in same cluster
insert union of route lists of inherited
terminals of net a in the route list of
the new inherited terminal for a
// they are already clustered

� ELSE
//no original terminal
//no multiple inheritance
keep the inherited terminal intact

� ENDIF

ENDIF

{ Pass Orgt(vi) and Inht(vi) to successors of
vi;

� Step 3. (Reverse mode) Proceed exactly as step 2
processing the vertices in reverse topological or-
der. Instead of successors now pass the original
and inherited terminals to the predecessors. Also
process only the nets which are still unrouted.
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Figure 8: Routing requirements in backtrack mode

Routing in Backtrack mode

proc RoutBack(vi, t)
Input: Vertex vi and terminal t.
Output: A routing path for the net a of t from vi to
a vertex which has a terminal of net a in its original
terminal list. The routing path has to meet the vertex
and edge constraints.
Steps: Consider the set V 0 of predecessor vertices

of vi which has a terminal of net a (original or inher-
ited).

� 1 For all vertex vj 2 V 0 having terminal of net a in
its original terminal list, and the edge (vj ; vi) and
vertex vj meets the routing constraints, append
this edge in the temporary route path for this net.
Finally put all the edges from temporary route
path to actual route path of this net and return
TRUE.

� 2 Get the x-median of all the terminals of the
net a. for each vertex vm 2 V 0 in the decreasing
order of distance of the mid-point of its bottom-
edge from the x-median DO

{ IF ( edge (vm; vi) meets the routing con-
straint, push the edge in a temporary route
path for net a and call RoutBack(vm, t))
return TRUE;

� 3 return FALSE.

Remark: We call this routine for a vertex i� it has
an original terminal of net a or has multiple inherited
list of terminals, the intersection of whose route list
is null. For the case of two inherited terminal lists
from predecessors, there is a recursive call with each
predecessor having terminals in Inht whose route list
has null intersection with that of other inherited ter-
minals. If the routing is successful, the vertex vi is

added to the route list of the inherited terminals for
this net which is then propagated back till a vertex
with original terminal of a is reached. In other words,
vertex vi becomes a Steiner vertex. If there are more
than two inherited lists, a set of inherited lists whose
route lists are mutually exclusive is determined and
routing through each path is done.

Theorem 1 Each forward and backward pass of the
greedy topological routing method above runs in O(nT )
time where there are n trapeziums and T terminals in
all.

Proof : The graph D is planar. In a single pass,
any edge is traversed once during broadcast and then
once more during backtrack, thus the pass requires
polynomial time. Computing the x-median is done
in linear time at the beginning and with the help of
pointers, it is updated in constant time during the
pass as each original terminal is connected. It may
also be noted that the edges of trapeziums at any po-
sition of the sweep line and hence the corresponding
dual edges in D are already sorted during trapezoidal
decomposition. 2

The method being greedy in nature, the optimality
of path lengths as well as routability however cannot
be provably guaranteed.

5 Performance
Since standard benchmarks for this problem are not

known to exist, oorplans containing polygonal obsta-
cles are generated to test our algorithm. First, our al-
gorithm for arbitrary generation of problem instances
is outlined briey.
5.1 Generation of a polygon within a

given rectangle
Generating convex polygon within a closed rectan-

gular area involves two major steps. Firstly, required
number of non-overlapping rectangles generation, and
secondly, within each such generated rectangle, gener-
ation of convex polygon. In the second step, a num-
ber of random points are generated within a rectan-
gle, and the convex hull of those points are found out.
The quick rejection algorithm is used to determine the
overlapping rectangles and the convex hull is found
using Graham's Scan method [10]. Following are the
elaborated steps of the algorithm:
proc genrect(N);

1. for i in 1 to N do
2. produce vertices of rectangle within boundary limit

and following size constraints;
3. for each R in global rectangle array GR do
4. if (R does not overlap with new rectangle NR)
5. add R to GR.
proc genpoly()

1. for each R in GR do
2. generate random point set S within boundary of R;
3. �nd the convex hull P of S;
4. add P in global polygon array GP .
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5.2 Generation of terminals on polygons
After the polygon generation is complete, the global

polygon array GP is iterated and terminals or net-
points are put (generated) on each polygon according
to a minimum bound, currently it is 2. The net-points
are generated such that, no two net-points on same
polygon comes from same net. The algorithm is:

proc gennetpt()

1. for each polygon P in GP do
2. for (random number of times � 2) do
3. get arbitrary net N ;
4. generate net-point NP of N on P ;
5. if (N not already in P )
6. put NP on P ;
7. for each polygon P in GP do
8. if (number of net-points on P < 2)
9. while (number of net-points on P < 2) do
10. get arbitrary net N ;
11. generate net-point NP of N on P ;
12. if (N not already in P ) then put NP on P .

5.3 Results
Our algorithm yields a valid solution very fast for

most examples of moderate size in only two passes |
one top-to-bottom sweep followed by one bottom-to-
top sweep. The paths generated are obstacle-free but
not necessarily shortest distance. Thus this simple
heuristic produces solution to the topological routing
problem avoiding routing deadlocks caused by short-
est path criterion or net ordering in sequential ap-
proaches. Table 1 gives a summary of our experimen-
tal results. The programwas run on a Sparc 5 machine
and was implemented in the C language. The polygo-
nal obstacles, nets and terminals were generated arbi-
trarily and hence with increasing oor size, the num-
ber of terminals varied though the number of nets re-
mained constant. The percentage of success increased
when oor size was increased keeping the number of
distinct nets constant. This is expected as with in-
creasing oor size more routing area became available.
In only one case, the table shows an anomaly where
number of polygons were 30 and number of nets were
15. But this again happened because the testcases
were generated arbitrarily.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have tackled the problem of topo-

logical routing of all the nets simultaneously, instead of
one Steiner tree after another. The routing was done
in the presence of pre-routed nets or groups of cir-
cuit blocks. An e�cient graph traversal based greedy
heuristic method is proposed. The results obtained
thus far for the implementation are very encourag-
ing. Layer assignment algorithm for the global routing
paths of the nets is being studied currently.
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